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ABSTRACT

As an innovative business model, agricultural products crowd logistics (APCL) is emerging rapidly. The focus of this paper is to carry out a literature review on APCL grounded in literature of crowd logistics (CL) and agricultural products logistics (APL), and then provides an agenda for future research. The research areas of CL focus on innovative business model, operational mechanism and value creation in urban area or cities, while researchers in the field of APL focus on logistics facility and equipment, operation mode, optimization of path planning, and, finally, logistics assessment. We propose the first conceptual definition of APCL. Potential topics, possible research questions, combined with relating research methods are provided for future research in order to deepen knowledge about APCL phenomenon.
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1. INTRODUCTION

APL set up a bridge between the production and consumption of agricultural products, which is vital to hundreds of millions of farmers. The development of Information and Communication technologies (ICT) has been accelerating mobile devices’ penetration [1], such as mobile phones, laptop or tablet PCs, which then facilitates the current sharing economy boom. The idea of crowdsourcing provides new opportunities and innovative solutions for APL, so APCL, as an innovative business model, is emerging rapidly.

Related academic literature on CL has hitherto focused on three fields: innovative business model, operational mechanism and value creation in urban area or cities. APL has drawn much scholarly attention in various research areas: logistics facility and equipment, operation mode, optimization of path planning, and, finally, logistics assessment. APCL is a field worthy of extensive investigation; however, no existing study has drawn enough scholarly attention in this emerging research field in rural logistics context. In addition, no existing study has studied the relationship between logistics and rural revitalization. Based on our literature review, we summarises potential topics, possible research questions, and relating research methods.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we reviewed the literature of CL. Second, we reviewed the literature of APL. Third, a future research agenda is proposed in order to deepen knowledge about APCL. Finally, we come to a conclusion as well as the limitations of our work.

2. CROWD LOGISTICS

Most literature on CL to date has focused on innovative business model, operational mechanism and value creation.

2.1. An Innovative Business Model

In recent years, the popularity of e-commerce resulting in a large number of small-to-medium packages, coupled with higher consumer expectations for more convenient logistics and home delivery service, have compounded great challenges on logistics [2]. The rise of crowd practices is based on the assumption that financial, intellectual and physical resources possessed by individuals can be integrated and activated to fulfil traditional business activities by means of ICT platforms [3]. The idea of crowdsourcing provides new opportunities and innovative solutions for logistics, such as Uber and Didi. CL, as an innovative and sustainable business model, has the basic...
characteristics of crowdsourcing initiative [4], and can provides customers high-quality logistics service through big data-based logistics platforms which can provided informative support to coordinate demand-supply matching [5].

According to the form of transportation modes, scholars have focused on the business model of CL under the following two analytical frameworks. The first analysis framework composed of two subclasses explores CL where carriers drive their private vehicles to supply the demand of crowdshippers or consumers. The first subclass is that carriers are engaged in logistics distribution service along their scheduled trips and they are called occasional couriers. For example, Gdowska et al. (2018) studied how dynamic compensation strategies influence the willingness of in-store shoppers, as occasional couriers, to accept assigned parcels to other customers in a last-mile delivery system [6]. The second subclass is that carriers are engaged in logistics distribution service using their dedicated trips and they are called dedicated couriers. For example, Castillo et al. (2018) emphasized that CL carriers were independent contractors that use personally owned vehicles to supply transportation services for crowdfreight carriers by means of dedicated trips[7]. For the reason that using private vehicles to accommodate the parcels may not reduce congestion and polluting emissions due to drivers making detours and extra stops, the second analysis framework focuses on public transport-based crowd logistics. For example, Gatta et al., (2019) investigated commuters using the metro of public transportation to get goods delivered in the B2C e-commerce situation [8].

2.2. Operational Mechanism

In view of the above-mentioned business model, we argue that CL consists of multiple stakeholders who are crowdshippers, freight carriers, recipients, logistics platform providers, and, finally public transport operators. Crowdfreight carriers and recipients are the demand side of crowdshipping services, and freight carriers supply side. The core characteristic of crowd logistics is the matching between both sides through on-line crowd logistics platforms. It is meaningful to investigate operational mechanism from the perspectives of logistics platform and both sides.

As for crowd logistics platforms, rigorous driver selection system, secure messaging system, demand-supply matching system, path planning system and secure online payment system are supposed to be integrated to platforms [9], of which informative support can coordinate logistics resource-demand match and influence logistics agility, thus improving logistics performance [5][10]. It is suggested that platform designers should analyse how a change of task load or task assignments impact drivers’ behaviours, in that business model of CL may be intrusive to commuter workers who need to deviate from routine routes for carrying parcels[11]. Well-designed crowd logistics platforms can also promote collaborative consumption when integrated with item-sharing in sharing economy [12].

The increased attention in behaviour analysis of CL has led academic researchers in investigating crowdshipping acceptability from both demand side and supply side. From the demand side of logistics service, demographic characteristics, delivery distance, service quality, delivery timeliness and punctuality, personal privacy concerns, goods security and other aspects affect crowdshippers and recipients' acceptability of CL services [1] [13]. The supply side of logistics service concerns mainly on factors such as remuneration, detours, convenience, task duration, task difficulty and social influence [14]. There is one point which needs attention that different from traditional logistics and transportation with known capacities and availabilities, CL increases uncertainty of logistics service supply [7], which is manifested in the uncertain number of freight carriers and their transport capacities.

2.3. Value Creation

Researches exploring value creation of CL are gaining momentum. Above all, from the service-dominant logic perspective in business model of CL, the crowd undertaking certain logistics tasks are considered as co-creators of logistics value creation [3]. Next, CL not only allows crowdshippers (e.g. firms or stores) to avoid fixed costs and idle-time expenses due to freight carriers being employed by task rather than time, but also introduces new employment opportunities and thereby augments their income. Then, CL is able to alleviate traffic congestion in urban areas [15], for the reason that crowd logistics platforms can optimize vehicle resources. In addition, CL which can activate dispersed and dormant logistics resources is also believed to create certain environmental value, such as alleviating greenhouse gas and environmental pollution [8]. However, CL may have a rebound effect due to detour of routes, which will exacerbate environmental pollution and traffic congestion [16].

To the best of our knowledge, limited scientific research has been done on APCL in particular. There is a gap in academic knowledge concerning APL associated with CL. Based on our current study, we propose the first conceptual definition of APL:

Agricultural products crowd logistics is done through big data-based crowd logistics platform and mobile apps that connect freight carriers (80% are the farmer) and crowdshippers (farmers, wholesale market vendors, commercial enterprises, etc.), in order to solve
the problem of resource fragmentation and low efficiency of agricultural products logistics.

3. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS LOGISTICS

APL has drawn much scholarly attention in various research areas: logistics facility and equipment, operation mode, optimization of path planning, and, finally, logistics assessment. Table 1 demonstrates research area and core focus of the articles we have reviewed.

3.1. Logistics Facility and Equipment

Logistics facility and equipment (e.g., logistics vehicle, freight village, storage materials) is the foundation of the development of APL. Generally, driving road conditions in rural areas can be complicated and irregular, which bring challenges to vehicle stability control. Zhou and Zhou (2020) studied data-driven driving state control method to realize intelligent driving in such situations [17]. Agricultural product logistics centres or freight villages serve as a bridge which can break logistics bottlenecks hindering the linking between upstream farmers and downstream agricultural product vendors [18]. Their locations have a great influence on exchanges efficiency of both sides. Huang et al. (2019) applied the method of multi-attribute decision making with double-reference points to the location of APL center [19]. Zhou et al. (2016) proposed a layout planning innovation method for urban green logistics centres from the perspective of construction innovation [20]. As for storage materials, phase change coolants were proved to be an effective pathway to maintain the quality of agricultural products [21].

Table 1. Research area and core focus of reviewed articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research area</th>
<th>Core focus</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistics Facilities and Equipment</td>
<td>Driving state control for agricultural logistics vehicle</td>
<td>Zhou and Zhou (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location of APL center</td>
<td>Huang et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application research of nano-storage materials</td>
<td>Bai et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freight villages</td>
<td>Wu and Haasis (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban green logistics centers for agricultural products</td>
<td>Zhou et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Mode</td>
<td>The cooperation among commercial express enterprises, local logistics provider and logistics providers concerned with integrated delivery and installation</td>
<td>Yang et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The cooperation among agricultural production and processing enterprises, third-party logistics enterprises and financial institutions</td>
<td>Yang (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A three-level distribution system with a vendor, a third-party logistics company and multiple geographically dispersed retailers</td>
<td>Zhang et al. (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A cross border electricity supplier logistics system</td>
<td>Hu (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of Path Planning</td>
<td>The sweep-adaptive genetic algorithm</td>
<td>Zhu et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The ant colony algorithm</td>
<td>Feng (2020); Liu et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The improved ant colony algorithm</td>
<td>Li (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The heuristic swarm intelligent optimization algorithm</td>
<td>Chen et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The hybrid time window algorithm</td>
<td>Jia (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics Assessment</td>
<td>Risk assessment</td>
<td>Zhang et al. (2020); Zhang et al. (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation of green logistics system</td>
<td>Ni et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation of regional logistics competitiveness</td>
<td>Sheng (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical efficiency measurement</td>
<td>Zhang et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


3.2. Operation Mode

There are four operation modes considering cooperation among multiple logistics stakeholders to reduce the logistics cost and promote the logistics efficiency in rural areas. The first operation mode focuses on the cooperation among commercial express enterprises, local logistics providers and logistics providers concerned with integrated delivery and installation [22]. The second operation mode is about the cooperation among agricultural production and processing enterprises, third-party logistics enterprises and financial institutions, by which three parties can realize win-win outcomes [23]. A three-level distribution system focusing on the performance of the whole supply chain is the third one, in which a vendor, a third-party logistics company and multiple geographically dispersed retailers cooperate with each other mainly from the vertical value chain perspective [24]. Lastly, Hu (2017) studied on integrated optimization model of intelligent logistics network of agricultural product and cross border electricity supplier in free trade zone [25].

3.3. Optimization of Path Planning

Many studies take optimization of algorithms as the main target to carry on path planning or design transportation routes. To sum up, five algorithms were discussed and applied into APL practices: the sweep-adaptive genetic algorithm [26], the ant colony algorithm [27, 28], the improved ant colony algorithm [29], the heuristic swarm intelligent optimization algorithm [30] and the hybrid time window algorithm [31]. The latest researches have focused on the maturity of agricultural products which have a quality decay nature and shelf-life in optimization of distribution planning for the reason that the degree of maturity is considered as a critical factor determining the delivery time, especially for respiratory climacteric fruits. For example, Liu et al. (2019) argued that the ant colony algorithm considering the maturity of agricultural products can realize the validity to improve the distribution efficiency [27], while Zhu et al. (2020) studied integrated tomato picking and distribution scheduling using the sweep-adaptive genetic algorithm [26].

3.4. Logistics Assessment

Some researchers have focused on the logistics assessment aspects, which have much impact in the operation of APL. First, the way how to predict and control risk in order to enhance the efficiency and profits has become an urgent problem to be solved. Zhang et al. (2017) developed a quantitative risk assessment method to assess the condition of the fresh agricultural products cold chain process [32]. Second, in order to solve the environmental issue caused by logistics of agricultural products, Ni et al. (2019) established a scientific and reasonable agricultural products green logistics evaluation system [33]. What's more, Zhang et al. (2016) and Sheng (2014) studied evaluation of regional logistics competitiveness and technical efficiency measurement respectively using the panel data of 31 provinces [34, 35].

APCL is a field worthy of extensive investigation; however, no existing study has drawn enough scholarly attention in this emerging research field in the rural logistics context. In addition, no existing study has studied the relationship between logistics and rural revitalization. To fill these gaps, we propose future research agenda which need to be further investigated in the next section.

4. RESEARCH AGENDA

We provide future research directions in order to deepen knowledge about the APCL initiative. Table 2 summarizes potential topics, possible research questions, and relating research methods.

While we propose the conceptual definition of APCL after reviewing CL literatures, the operation mode of APCL is still to be studied, using case studies or grounded theory method. No existing articles focus on optimization of path planning in the CL context, so optimization or experiment, together with system dynamics simulation are applied to develop optimal path planning for a combined occasional couriers and dedicated couriers. Then we should have a good knowledge concerning strengths and weaknesses of APCL compared to other logistics models in the supply chain.

Understanding how APCL promote rural revitalization using grounded theory or structural equation modelling method is significant. Specifically, delphi surveys, structural equation modelling approach would serve in understanding the function mechanisms between APCL and income of farmers, the employment of farmers or rural financial development.

In addition, understanding influencing factor of motivations of drivers may help develop more effective human resource management policies. Finally, drivers become de facto frontline employees of the crowd logistics platforms whose behaviours will affect brand building of crowd logistics platform, so it is crucial to study their effect on brand image.
Table 2. Future research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Topic</th>
<th>Possible Research Question (s)</th>
<th>Possible method(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research on Operation Mode</td>
<td>How does operation mode of APCL work? What are applications of this business model?</td>
<td>Case Studies, Grounded Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization of Path Planning</td>
<td>How can crowd logistics platforms determine the optimal path planning for a combined occasional couriers and dedicated couriers?</td>
<td>Optimization, Experiment, System Dynamics Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APCL and Supply Chain Management</td>
<td>How does APCL compare to other logistics models in the supply chain?</td>
<td>Case Studies, the Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Between APCL and Rural Revitalization</td>
<td>How does APCL promote rural revitalization?</td>
<td>Grounded Theory, Structural Equation Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact on the Income of Farmers</td>
<td>What is the function mechanism between APCL and income of farmers?</td>
<td>Delphi Surveys, Structural Equation Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact on the Employment of Farmers</td>
<td>What is the function mechanism between APCL and the employment of farmers?</td>
<td>Delphi Surveys, Structural Equation Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact on Rural Financial Development</td>
<td>What is the function mechanism between APCL and rural financial development?</td>
<td>Delphi Surveys, Structural Equation Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivations of Drivers</td>
<td>How do drivers differ in terms of motivation? Why are some drivers more responsive than others?</td>
<td>Survey, Case Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Management</td>
<td>How do crowdshippers, recipients perceive the level of logistics service quality from a driver of APCL, compared to other modes of delivery?</td>
<td>Grounded Theory, Experiments, Delphi Surveys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study is to conduct a literature review on APCL grounded in literature of CL and APL. Related academic literature has hitherto focused on three fields of CL practices: innovative business model, operational mechanism and value creation, by which we get a deeper understanding on crowd logistics. Literature generally limits CL concept to in urban area or cities. Prior studies in the literature concerned with APL have considered logistics facility and equipment, operation mode, optimization of path planning and logistics assessment extensively. Finally, we provide potential topics, possible research questions, empirical and qualitative research methods about APCL in order to deepen our knowledge about this phenomenon.

However, this literature review was limited to papers published in English language and peer-reviewed journals. Other sources, such as papers indexed in Chinese Social Sciences Citation Index (CSSCI) or conference proceedings may be included in future review.
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